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Wealth Change Hands Olukoya
Miracles Ministries, Dr Daniel Olukoya, has enjoined Nigerians to deploy the power of God against woes bedevilling the nation.
Deploy God’s power against national woes, Olukoya tells Nigerians
Hubbis hosted a fascinating discussion on how the wealth management industry in Asia can or perhaps should adapt its products, services and indeed mindset to cater to the needs and expectations of the ...
Asia’s Wealth Management Industry: Adapting to the Needs and Expectations of Nextgen Client
Kara Kavensky The focus of this year’s InnoPower Minority Business Week is accelerating economic development and generating wealth in Indiana’s Black communities. The event will be held in June 14th — ...
Accelerating the Generation of Wealth
Armed with a purpose, Legendary Wealth Builders educates and empowers women and high achievers on how to invest and build generational wealth. Acting as a financial coach, strategist, and investment ...
Legendary Wealth Builders Empowers Women To Invest In Themselves And Their Future
A major move by two wealth managers to UBS involves heading up a new family office group that will serve much of the Midwest.
Cincinnati wealth managers join UBS from JPMorgan
You probably haven't heard of Charles Hill — but his influence on the dire mistakes of U.S. foreign policy ran deep ...
What "politics" does to history: The saga of Henry Kissinger and George Shultz's right-hand man
That distinction could have important implications for finance in the future, even if the system currently sits in the hands of Gen X and boomers. The issue is highlighted in a survey by Fidelity, the ...
Millennial philanthropy may forever change finance
Bless Unleashed's upcoming beta on PC brings with it a wealth of new changes based on player feedback to make the MMO as tailor-made to the PC as possible. The changes include improved UI, combat ...
Bless Unleashed's PC Beta Is Coming Next Week Bringing A Wealth Of Changes
Channels, technologies and consulting approaches can change - but the core of a customer relationship is a long-term, trust-based cooperation, says Philipp Rickenbacher, CEO of Julius Baer. Because ...
“It takes trust to hand over your assets to financial institutions”
The Bush Foundation is seeking one or two nonprofits to lead the distribution of the funds, a move that comes after years of board and staff efforts to make the philanthropy more equitable and ...
Minn. Foundation Awards $100 Million to Help Blacks and Native Americans Build Wealth
Institutional investors have forced corporate boards to change. Now it’s time for wealthy trustees to take the same approach at the biggest and most powerful institutions.
A Key to Diversity in Nonprofit Boardrooms: Mobilize Donors to Force Change
President Joe Biden plans to propose doubling the tax wealthy people pay on their capital gains. Under the plan, which he intends to present during an April 28 speech to Congress, the tax rate on ...
Biden to propose a big change to capital gains taxes — this is how they work and are calculated
You may or may not be ready for a change of leadership. The stock market is, though. And I'm not talking about politics. In fact, the change in leadership I refer to here is likely to be much more ...
Are You Ready For A Change Of Leadership?
Conversations about the emerging green economy and how the newly created jobs could help low-income people in Knoxville led to SEEED.
Building wealth in poor communities starts with a seed
but health is wealth, we only get one life, but we always have time to learn. David Chieng More EDD hires throws A recent letter-writer suggests that the EDD should hire more people in the aftermath ...
Letters: Rushed reopening | Unwise hires | Warming up to change | Wasteful luxury
Wealth management firms must remain on top of current trends if they are to capitalize on market opportunities. The change in investor ... for his clients. This hands-on approach helps build ...
Top 9 Trends in Wealth Management
It is going to be a big shock and a big change and a big adjustment for the system to get ... referred to as Crown land would entail “a huge transfer of wealth.” However inevitable that wealth ...
Vaughn Palmer: However inevitable wealth transfer might be, I doubt any gov't would find it easy to admit that to public
And on Wednesday, the president announced a $1.8 trillion proposal that would dramatically reshape wealth — from the way government benefits work to how taxes are levied — in America. “What I’ve ...
Bloomberg Wealth: Inside Biden’s Plan to Reshape Wealth in America
In a special Reuters Newsmaker event on Earth Day, the United Nations' Achim Steiner talked about the critical urgency of addressing global climate change.
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